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and women in every walk of life. The courage with which these obstacles are met, and the devotion to duty displayed in their solution should, and no doubt will, climax all previous records toward the building of a "Greater America" and greater civilization.

SPOKE FOUR DAYS LATE

"It might be urged that these people (west of the Mississippi) do now possess all the advantages which a territorial government can give by their connection with Wisconsin; and to those not acquainted with the country and the facts, this would be conclusive. But when we cast our eye over the vast extent of the country embraced within these territorial limits, and when we know the fact, as every man in the territory does know it, that the local interests and feelings in the two sections which are separated by the Mississippi are so totally dissimilar that they can never harmonise; and when we reflect that within a very short period Wisconsin will be admitted into the Union as a state, thus producing a necessary separation, it appears to me that no really good and just reason can be urged against the separation now. Knowing as I do, the sentiments of the people on both sides of the Mississippi to harmonise, at least in this one point, I beg leave to state that fact."—"BADGER," in the Iowa News (Dubuque), June 16, 1836.